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INTRODUCTION

The process of archiving electroacoustic music brings together the ideas, interests
and aims of many different groups – researchers in archival studies, music
researchers with, among others, historical, socio-cultural and editorial perspectives,
as well as composers and performers – looking at a very diverse set of sources
ranging from tape to computer-based generative algorithms. Defined by Simon
Emmerson and Denis Smalley as ‘[m]usic in which electronic technology, now
primarily computer-based, is used to access, generate, explore and configure sound
materials, and in which loudspeakers are the prime medium of transmission’,1
electroacoustic music mostly derives from a practice of non-paper-based notation
or transmission. Technologies are – as means of artistic expression – at the heart
of this music, inheriting compositional ideas, techniques and working processes,
as well as information on instrumentation, sound and performance practice,
which incorporates knowledge that often has yet to be identified for every piece
individually. The challenges raised by electroacoustic music, however, do not fit
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together with the conventions of an archival practice whose historical focus, as
computer music designer Serge Lemouton points out, has been on collecting,
documenting and preserving music and its artifacts primarily based on texts or
written materials. As a result, Lemouton argues, libraries are especially trained to
handle music as paper-based documents, but are rarely prepared for formats that
exist in a non-written form.2 Handling the electroacoustic as well as the, nowadays
often, digital content thus requests new approaches to archiving, which also
includes the question of how to adequately maintain a piece in a certain (original,
reconstructed or actual) state taking into account the close interconnectedness
between the technologies, the genesis and the appearance of a musical work,
as well as the various positions and production steps these technologies can be
employed in.
Archiving electroacoustic music therefore means dealing with new challenges
that arise from the specificities of the sources. While all archiving approaches
include the processes of categorising, selecting, and maintaining materials, as well
as the question of how to provide access to the archived sources, technologybased artistic formats always require an extra consideration of the state of
technology embedded, as the criteria for these processes face new questions, goals,
and mechanisms. For example, the answers to the question of how to provide
sustainable access to archived compositions may differ from those on how to
provide sources that enable a future (performable) existence of this very same
composition. Hence, decisions on the strategy to archive technology significantly
influence the archived sources and vice versa – and they can also alter the
appearance of the archived composition. At the same time, these processes are
not (yet) embedded in a wider tradition on archiving (digital) music technologies.
This article outlines two possible perspectives on archiving electroacoustic music,
focussing especially on challenges and approaches connected to the technologies
embedded in electroacoustic music compositions from the 1980s and 1990s.
CATEGORISING ELECTROACOUSTIC MUSIC

Categorising sources related to electroacoustic music brings various systematic
challenges, many of them directly or indirectly related to aspects based on
technology. Among other manifestations, this is mirrored very prominently in
terminological inconsistencies within the descriptions and documentations
compositions of electroacoustic music and their performances. For instance,
general terms such as ‘tape’, ‘computer’ or ‘live electronics’ are not always used to
name technical objects, they can also serve as some kind of superordinate term
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for a composition, whilst the technical outline is not described by this word.3 The
description ‘ordinateur’ (‘computer’), for example, encompasses compositions with
different technical outlines, each including digital calculation processes at some
point in the compositional process. It can appear, for example, in the description
of compositions to indicate the use of computer technology for sound processing
during the genesis of a fixed-media composition;4 to describe the use of a specifically
composed computer program whose output is recorded into one representative
fixed-media piece;5 to describe the use of real-time sound processing programmed
in Max;6 but also to signify the use of IRCAM’s 4C sound processor.7 However,
the usage of these superordinate terms for categorisation has to be discussed, taking
into account that the implemented technology has to be continuously updated or
adapted due to the fast and ongoing technological advancements. How does the
categorisation of the premiere relate to the growing number of (technical) versions
and variations that exist for any singular composition? Should, for example, a noncustom-made digital synthesis module embedded in a complex digital workstation
be categorised as ‘synthesizer’ or ‘live electronics/sound processing’, seeing that it
has been later substituted by a Max patch?
From an archival point of view, questions of classification appear throughout
the entire documentation process. While presenting her reflections on the
documentation process from the context of exhibition in 1951, librarian Suzan
Briet emphasized the role and the information assigned to (archived) documents.
To her, documents provided the basis to either retrace a specific phenomenon
at a later point in time, or to make it able to be experienced again. For her, the
process of documenting hereby starts with describing the phenomenon to be
archived along four general categories: object, activities, forms and organisations.
This is used to create an ‘instruction’ that can be transformed in four degrees of
abstraction (instruction, exploration, diffusion, organisation).8 An electroacoustic
music piece, for example, can be described in Briet’s system as ‘b. Object or
artistic creation’ (object), appearing as ‘performances, live or recorded’ (activities)
as well as in programs and on disks (forms), taking place at concerts and theatres
(organisations).9 Challenges caused by technology come into play when looking
at the 2nd degree of abstraction, ‘[s]ources of documents,’ which is described as
exploring the phenomenon along bibliographic activities resulting e.g. in a list of
sources, and also in the 3rd degree of abstraction, ‘[c]ollectively used or individually
adapted documents,’ including analysis, selection, transformation and reproduction
of the content. Both steps, which Briet considers to be done by the archiving
institution,10 are inevitably interlinked with the need for a precise description of the
technology embedded in the composition, as well as a fundamental understanding
of the technical features employed – knowledge that in electroacoustic music
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is shared among a rather specialized group of people also as practical and tacit
knowledge.11 In turn, the 4th degree of abstraction, ‘Documentology’, which for
Briet includes the task of developing a general standardisation,12 is directly linked
to the description of the sources and phenomena, indirectly pointing back at the
challenge posed by terminological inconsistencies.13 Hence, Briet’s approach is
grounded upon a documentation process that starts with the description of what
is being considered for archival along a previously developed categorisation.
This is opposed by the challenge of developing categorisations for sources that
already exist, which in the field of electroacoustic music means to work with a
diverse set of source materials resulting from various documentation approaches,
ranging from compositions on magnetic tapes to computer programs, but which
also includes signal floor plans, analyses, program notes, concert reviews, (audio/
visual) recordings of performances and occasionally also scores – many of them
coming along with differing (historically or context based grown) ideas of categories,
assignments, traditions and assumptions. Looking at the embedded technologies
and their documentation, the sources often tell incomplete stories, opening up
space for speculation and challenging their categorisation. This is amplified by
the fact that most compositions incorporate more than one significant use of
technology. For example, how to classify a composition that includes a real-time
sound synthesis set-up which is employed like a synthesizer that also requests the
spatialisation of sound during a performance?14
At the same time, technologies are assumed to be both significant for an
individual composition and always in need of care and updates due to their
practical life span. As a consequence, archiving electroacoustic music must be
done with constant overlap of two seemingly opposing approaches, working on
existing sources on the one hand, and creating new documentation on the other –
a process that is driven by an ongoing iterative circuit of multiple (technological)
adaptions.
THE AIMS AND APPROACHES OF ARCHIVING

One of the major aims for archiving electroacoustic music is a sustainable
preservation of the related documents, including technological devices, software,
and newly created forms of documentation. However, when reviewing the source
material, it becomes clear that before asking about preservation techniques or the
possibility of maintaining technologies, there are other questions that must be
considered: what precisely should be preserved – the expression of the composer,
the sources themselves, the impression of the composition at a defined state, or
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information necessary to enable a new performance of a work? Which source
materials can be considered to meet this need? And, as Guillaume Boutard and
Catherine Guastavino point out to be one of the central questions, on the basis of
which documentation should preservation be addressed?15 All of these questions
share the need to think about the relationship between documents and documented
phenomenon, as well as the distinguishable possible aims of archiving – and how
these two aspects relate to each other.
For Briet it is clear that documents should be seen as symbolic signs whose
purpose is to allow a certain experience to be understood in retrospect. However,
retracing what a former experience means and what is necessary to make this
possible is not uncontroversial.
In musicology, for example, most information derives from examining former
performances’ documentation such as audio and video recordings, descriptions of
the performance, audience reports and interviews with musicians and composers;
and usually it is also possible to conduct further research concerning the genesis
of a work, the production environment, the piece’s position within a composer’s
oeuvre, and presumably also specific compositional and musical aspects of the
piece and the specific performance of interest. This allows one to examine, retrace
and somehow understand what happened at a defined moment in time, providing
insight concerning the experience of the performance.16
Guillaume Boutard and Catherine Guastavino, in contrast, aim to develop a
framework to formalise and archive knowledge that is embedded in the creative
process.17 They state that ‘the preservation of musical works involving electroacoustic
technologies requires preserving the means to re-perform the work’.18 Therefore,
they propose to collocate, describe and analyse all potential agents19 that may
be involved in the creation and performance process of a piece, as well as these
individual roles of these agents and the scope of their actions.20 A composition
appears to be defined as an interplay of entities with shared knowledge dedicated to
a common artistic project, each holding a partial knowledge of this composition.
The composition is thus the result of a sum of (distributed) parts of knowledge,
wherein technology and its related elements can be one of these entities holding
– more precisely, having embedded within the inherent information – a certain
(individual) knowledge on a composition, which depends on the role it is assigned
to by the composer.
Both approaches follow the overarching goals of archiving and are mutually
interlinked, however, their inherent perspectives differ almost diametrically: while
the source-driven approach looks at an existing state of source material and develops
techniques to keep these sources accessible, the information-driven approach
focusses on developing a new description that provides background knowledge that
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will allow a phenomenon to be recreated. While focusing on preserving existing
sources assumes that these sources already contain the significant characteristics of
a composition, the approach which aims to trace and formalise underlying (and
also tacit) knowledge suggests that this hidden information is also a key part of
a composition. Thus, both approaches incorporate slightly differing assumptions
on how a composition can be represented by a specific source material – and
hence can be adequately preserved. A recording, for instance, is for Nicholas Cook
a representation of a performance,21 and in Boutard and Guastavino’s approach
a recording does not suffice for archiving an electroacoustic piece of music.
Consequently, each approach to archiving results in different documentation and
selection processes, hereby mirroring the implicitly assumed relationship between
documents and archived phenomena. This does not mean that these approaches
are mutually exclusive. Indeed, both approaches overlap constantly and, taken
together, can provide the best possible understanding of a composition. But to
avoid misunderstandings and misinterpretations, as well as benefit from these
standpoints in order to develop sustainable and practical archiving approaches
for electroacoustic music, it is necessary and useful to clearly distinguish their
respective structures, aims and assumptions.
CONCLUSION

Thinking about the approach to archiving electroacoustic music brings to mind
many well-known questions – archival as well as music research related ones –
which should be discussed now against the background of the challenges deriving
from genuinely technology-based artworks.22 Even though archival efforts are
guided by a wide variety of interests, capacities and needs, as well as fostered
(to a varying degree) by existing archiving strategies, which are, as of yet, only
rarely outlined more precisely within the aims of archiving institutions, the
question of how to archive electroacoustic music nevertheless tackles very basic
structural questions debated within the field. For example, many of the sources
related to electroacoustic music compositions are held at various institutions
which are not necessarily specialised in this field, who bring along their specific,
and sometimes very diverse, interests and capacities,23 and who may also struggle
with the practical challenges of the technology-bound contents of these sources.
Reflecting on how to archive electroacoustic music also means discussing the
status of the archived sources as well as the positions ascribed, as dealing with the
implemented technologies requests a sensitive balancing act between the various
perspectives, interests and aims of artists, researchers and institutions. Lemouton
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claims that for a substantial preservation of these compositions, it is necessary to
bring together the actors, individuals, and institutions who are already involved.24
Their cooperation would not only benefit from the specialisation of each actor,
while allowing the congregation of knowledge from a wide variety of perspectives
and aims, it could – in sum – provide the basis for a rich and commonly shared
knowledge on the entire field of electroacoustic music.
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